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2002 was an album releasing year for hed kandi, and the label released just over a dozen
compilations that year. although their previous volumes were more enjoyable, i think that volume
five shows a distinct shift in direction for the label, this is reflected in the remixed and reworked
tracks. the anthemic the music is surrounded by a moody, bemused, reflective canvas. the best

album of the five was the sixth volume of back to love, which is also excellent by the way. volume six
was the last volume released on vinyl. however, the ideas behind the label continue, and the last

three volumes of back to love were all downloaded and released through the hed kandi music
website. although there are only three volumes, at least one more is expected to be released within
the next few months. after five volumes, hed kandi still were delivering the goods, and on their sixth
album, back to love 05.06 (released in 2005), still the music was great. there were still loads of great
tracks, and they covered a wide range of genres. whilst there were club classics, such as right on the

line (original 7" mix) by samantha, and the summer wont get better (original 7" mix) by berneice,
there was also a load of classic disco, including try it (8" mix) by the gentry, dancing on the ceiling

(extended mix) by little steve and a house mix of below the earth by madonna, including hot shower
and i want you. there was also a load of hip-hop, led by tracks by crystal waters, bionic boogie,

marky mark and mantronix. what i liked about this volume, was that it included more singles then
previously, and these were not only compilations of classics, but of singles not featured on the
albums. hip hop denied was one of the singles, while in the album, it was in the shape of the
legendary sons remix. others included you get what you give (original 7" mix), bedtime story

(donnie's club mix), give me more (original strobe mix), do you think you can feel it (original 12" mix)
and can you feel it. the album also included the 12 choice remixes, as well as the usual dub versions.

there were also a few slower and alternative versions of the album tracks, and these were also
included. outta control was one of the original versions, along with right on the line, the summer
wont get better and above all, the dream of your life. a few house classics also featured on the

album, including so fine (12 choice remix), all the things she wants (original 7" mix), can you feel it
(original 7" mix) and try it (original 7" mix).
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this was not without its problems. for starters, mark was obviously going to need a new artist to
cover some of the album titles. the cd artwork was drawn by jason brooks, who was the artist on the

previous volumes as well. so, he was obviously going to have to re-draw the artwork. the original
artwork for 1993 realeased in 2000 was drawn by mark doyle himself. so, no small problems. but,
this was still looking good. the next problem was what songs to cover. the bulk of the music was
already taken. even excluding the big name artists that mark doyle had assembled for previous

compilation, there were only a handful of artists left. after the huge success that he had had with
back to love and exile on, most of the major artists in the music world had already released one or
two compilations. artists such as soul ii soul, jamiroquai, will smith, the brand new heavies, cece

peniston, brother beyond, robert owens, angela winbush, aretha franklin, sade, agnelli & jagger and
many more had all released an album. the majority of artists released 2 to 3 albums a year, with

many of the artists choosing to focus on one particular genre of music. after this, any other artists
would see their fan base diminish and fall off a cliff. but, perhaps the main problem was the length of

time mark doyle had put into compiling the previous two volumes and the way he had created the
hed kandi image, which held some merit. with that in mind, it was going to be hard to create a series
that had the same depth and appeal as the two previous volumes had, and would still have the same

appeal as other hed kandi compilations. but, the final nail in the coffin, of course, was its sheer
length. there were more tracks than any other hed kandi release, and many of the artists covered on

the album had so much material left for a final album, and well bemoan the fact that hed kandi
didn’t release enough compilations. but, it would be hard to please all. 5ec8ef588b
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